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ABSTRACT. The phase diagram of the two-dimensional 2(4) andel on a aquare 
lattice is determined using a Monte Carlo method. The resulta of cur K-v s 
simulation confirm the general features of die phase diagram predicted 
theoretically for* the ferromagnetic case, and snow the existence of a new 
phase with perpendicular order. L cuà4\c#>) 

BES0H0. 0 diagrama de fase do modelo Z(4) hidimenaional, am uma rede qoa-
drada, é detexminado usando um método Monte Carlo. 0a resultados de ¿amem» àe&ex 
simulação confirmam oa aspectos gerais do diagrama de faae previeto teori-
canente para o caso fcrromagnõtico e mestras a existencia de uma nova faae 
com ordem perpendicular, (ou.toe) 

* Work, partially supported by HMD and CRTq. 
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Recently there has been a great deal of interest 

in determining the phase diagrams of the two-dimensional 

Z(N) eodels [1-2]. Several investigators have reported 

on theoretical studies which determine qualitatively* as 

well as quantitatively» portions of the phase diagrams 

of these models [3-̂ 53 • 

Here we report the results of Monte Carlo computer 

experiments on the two-dimensional Z(4) model on a square 

lattice, we explore its phase structure and obtain 

quantitative information about the location of the phase 

boundaries. 

The. Z(4) model is defined as follows [3}. Consider 
* 

a lattice whose sites are occupied by classical 'spins'/ S, 

which can take values e 9, e*0,£,ir»3|- * 

Assuming that a spin interacts only with its 

nearest neighbours, the energy of the Z(4) model on a 

square lattice (in units of k_TJ is defined as 

H«-Ji I icos£e(n) - e(n+p)] - 1} + 
n,y 

- J 2 I {cos 2[e(n) -6(n+n)] - D (l) 
n,p 

In Eq.(1) n is a vector that labels the lattice 

sites, w represents the conventional primitive vectors of 

the two-dimensional square lattice, and Ji and J2 ãf the 

coupling constants (in units of JcfiT). The energy H is 

invariant with respect to a rotation of all spins by an 

integer multiple of w/2. The partition function of the model,z,has two 
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important properties. First, it is invariant under a change 

of Ji into -Jj, as can be easily shown. Second, the model 

obeys duality relations in the region [3j 0<x1<l and 

0<x2<2xx-l, where Xj » exp(-2J2-Ji) and x2 * exp(-2J!). 

This means that Z satisfies the relation: 

Z(Xl,x2) » C Z (x*,x*) 

where C is a constant and 

l-x2 l-2xx+x2 
** " l+2xj+x2

 x* s l+2xj+x2 

In the region where duality holds, the phase 

diagram of the Z(4) model has been studied, theoretically, 

by several different formalisms [3-5]. Three phase are 

predicted in this region: 

(i) The usual ferromagnetic phase in which <S> ¿ 0 (and, 

evidently, <S2> / 0 also), occurring at low temperatures 

(Jj and J2 large). 

(ii) An intermediate temperature phase in which <S> • 0 

but <S2> f 0. 

(iii) The disordered phase in which <S> - <S2> * 0. 

Much less is known outside the region 0<xj<l, 

0<x2<2xj-l. Using simple energy considerations it its easy 

to verify that at zero temperature (Ji»J2" • but J2/Ji 

finite) and for 3\>0 the ground state is ferromagnetic if 

J2/Ji*-l/2. If J2/Ji<-l/2 the ground state is such that 

the spins on nearest neighbour sites ara perpendicular. 

The order in this state may be characterised as follows. 
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First» divide the two-dij**nsional square lattice into two 

sub-lattices, A and B, defined in such a way that the 

nearest neighbour sites of sub-lattice A lie on sub-lattice 

B, and viceversa. Second, define the sub-lattice 

magnetizations <SA>,<S_>,<S-
2> and <s£>. Then the ground state 

for J2/Ji<-l/2 is such that <S.> « <S_> - 0 and <S2> ». 

« -<s¿> + 0. 

Me carried out our computer experiments using, 

mainly, a square lattice of dimension 20 x 20 subjected to 

periodic boundary conditions. We have also checked some of 

our results for a 50 x 50 square lattice. Our spin flipping 

procedure consists of, at a chosen site, randomly select a 

final spin state, different from the spin state at the site, 

and then use the usual Monte Carlo procedure [&] to decide 

whether to accept or reject the new state. We proceeded, in 

a sistematic fashion from site to site and took data after 

each run over the entire lattice (one M.C. step). The 

number of M.C. steps used for each point varied from 1000 

M.C. far from the pharfe transition up to 10.000 M.C. near 

the transition, discarding,from 30% to 501 of the initial 

steps. In the ferromagnetic region each point was determined 

starting both from an ordered state and from a disordered one. 

The results of our simulation are shown in Fig 1. 

The points on the phase boundaries were obtained by 

measuring the order parameters and locating the point where 

they equal one half of their value in the ordered phase. 

These points correspond approximately to a maximum of the 

specific heat [7]. Continuum lints a,b,c and d link experimental 
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points for the Ji>0 portion of the diagram. Boundaries for 

the Ji<0 portion were obtained by reflexion of the 

corresponding lines for Ji>0, as the phase diagram should 

be invariant under the change of Jj into -Jj. Phases I»II : 

and III are the phases theoretically predicted already 

mentioned; I is the ferromagnetic phase» II is the intermediate 

temperature phase and III is the disordered phase. Duality 

relations were tested for boundaries b and c» the results 

obtained were reasonable. Phase I' should correspond to an 

anti-ferromagnetic phase with order parameters defined in the 

sub-lattices 'Sft> - -<;SB> ? 0 and <SA> = <Sg> f1 0. Phases II' 

and III' should have the same ordor parameters as phases II 

and III» respectively. Phases IV and IV' are new phases with 

2 

perpendicular order and parameters <S. > * <S_> « 0 and <S > « 

- -<S*> f 0. 

In conclusion the main results of our simulation are: 

i) In the region where duality holds (Ji>0, 3z/J\> -1/2) we 

observed the threee phases I»II and III predicted 

theoretically» and determined quantitatively the boundaries 

between them. 

11) In the region Ji>0, J2/Ji< -1/2 we observed a new phase (IV) 

with perpendicular order, and determined the boundary 

between it and the disordered phase (line d). We note that 

the transition between the phase with perpendicular order 

and the disordered phase occurs at finite temperature» in 

•pite of the fact that the entropy is finite at zero 

temperature [8], Our simulation does not allow us to 

determine the order of the transition. 
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iül Our results are consistent with the prediction that the 

antiferromagnetic 4-state Potts Model does not exhibit 

a phase transition for T p 0 [9}. 

The phase diagram shows that boundaries a and d 

seal to converge to the point Jj/Ji * "1/2 and k.T/Ji » 0, 

indicating that the model with J2/
Ji " ~V2 and J^O has no 

transition at T j* 0. Therefore, the 4-state antiferromagnetic 

Potts model which has J2/Ji • 1/2 and Ji<0 should hate a 

similar phase structure due to the symmetry of the diagram. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Figure 1 - Phase diagram of the Z(4) model on a square lattice. 

Points represented by the full circles in the figure 

are the results of our Monte Carlo simulation. Full 

lines are the phase boundaries obtained in this work. 

Line a is also the self-dual line. 
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